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Understanding the impact of body language in sport 

The importance of effective communication in sport is vital if one is to be successful. Interaction with 

teammates, coaches, officials and opponents occur at various points in matches and practice sessions 

but a failure to communicate properly can not only detrimentally impact upon performance but also 

exude negativity, guilt and even defeat. As pupils emotionally mature their confidence at verbally 

expressing themselves tends to grow but one area in which a number of pupils need to improve 

their communication relates to their body language. It is true that actions often speaker louder than 

words so recognising that subconscious movements and gestures can convey disinterest and failure 

is vitally important. 

 

Body language, or non-verbal communication, is the use of body movements, facial gestures, and 

vocal signs and sounds used as expression. This can range from subtle movements in facial 

expressions (raised eyebrows, frowning, smirking, smiling etc.) to large changes in a person’s body 

stance (e.g. standing on a pitch and throwing your hands in the air in mock disgust.). If we are 

talking to someone but sending different messages from the words we are speaking by our body 

language, then people will usually believe our body language over our words. If a friend is 

recounting a story but we have our arms folded and are not making eye contact is it unsurprising 

the friend takes offence at the apparent lack of interest we are showing. 

 

Research shows that when people are talking about their feelings or attitudes, 7% of 

communication is the words, 38% is the tone of voice, and 55% is body language (Mehrabian, 

1972). Body language plays a significant part of our daily interactions, indeed it is estimated we 

spend 70% of our waking time in the presence of others but we only communicate verbally with 

people for a very small amount of that time, perhaps 10 – 15 minutes in total (Knapp & Hall, 

2006). This shows us how important non-verbal communication and body language are. When 

playing sport there are many different ways in which we use our body language. This can range 

from communicating to teammates when you are on a pitch, gesturing to officials if a decision goes 

against you to or listening to what your coach has to say when speaking to you. The varying 

personality types of people in teams brings with it a range of emotions and behaviours. Some 

pupils may be fully aware of the cues and signals they give off but others surprisingly may be totally 

unaware of the negative messages they exude. So what should we all be aware of? 

1. Eye contact 

Having good eye contact with someone will show them you are interested in what they are saying 

and are listening to the message. 

2. Gestures 

Petulant throwing up off the hands, for example, if a pass isn’t made to you only serves to 

undermine team spirit. The teammate may not have seen you at all. Conversely a supportive pat 

on the back of a teammate when they have made a mistake will give them a significant boost to 

their potentially frail self-confidence. 
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3. Posture 

Slouching with arms crossed may show a lack of interest and confidence. Make every effort to 

remain attentive and focused and not drift away to the periphery of the group when the coach or 

teammates are talking. 

 

Being aware of your own and others non-verbal behavior is important for three main reasons. 

You become better senders of a message. You can strengthen a message you are trying send with 

the use of non-verbal cues. (E.g. If you want to talk to your coach about a serious problem, will you 

approach him with a slouched back and your hands behind your back? Will you want to make eye 

contact with him? 

 

You become a better receiver of messages. By understanding non-verbal behaviour you are able to 

understand emotions and feelings of other people around you. (E.g. You might have an argument 

with a teammate in which he keeps replying “ I am fine there is nothing wrong with me” but the 

non-verbal cues are showing “ There is something bothering me but I am not good at talking about 

things” 

 

You increase your engagement. By understanding your body language you can now express non-

verbal communication in different ways. As better receivers and better senders of messages you 

are now able to express your body language more positively. All of this will lead to better 

engagement within your sport and therefore increase your chances of experiencing well-being. 

 

Communication between teammates 

As well as the variances and subtleties of body language the level of verbal communication 

between teammates can differ substantially too. As part of the emotional maturation process 

adolescents are often trying to find their social standing which can make communicating difficult.  

 

Introverted, shy individuals may have difficulty talking to others, particularly in the larger team 

environment, while extroverts may be talking too much and failing to communicate relevant issues. 

The ability to recognise that individuals have different preferences when it comes to 

communicating is hugely important but arguably more vital is getting these pupils to recognise it 

themselves. The ability to be able to approach interactions from the point of view of other people 

can be hugely beneficial and if individuals can understand their own preferences and the 

preferences of others then this provides a basis for enhancing team cohesion and performance.  

 

Can pupils develop greater communication skills and expectations for themselves and others out 

on the pitch / court / river? I certainly believe they can and there isn’t anything wrong with holding 

each other accountable if one recognises a shortfall in effort and application from teammates. 

However, it is just as important to be willing to publicly praise each other for examples of 
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selflessness and good play. Such expressions can only emerge when all players are able to be open 

to comments from their peers because they feel the messages are fair and part of a wider agreed 

commitment. The role of utilising clear and positive body language in this interaction process is 

hopefully now a little more apparent. Why not use the last few weeks of term to put some these 

personal skills into practice and then refine them in readiness for the start of the new term in 

September. 
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